THURSDAY, MAY 14
9:30 am
Opening Remarks

10-11:30 am
Youth Activisms Revisited

MAURICE MAGAÑA
University of California, Los Angeles
ANITA APARICIO
Northwestern University
AIMEE MEREDITH COX
Peking University
KAREN BRODKIN
University of California, Los Angeles

1-3 pm
Theorizing Political Cultures & Performances

ELORA CHOWDHURY
University of Massachusetts, Boston
JESSICA GREENBERG
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
RAMON RIVERA-SERVERA
Northwestern University

3:30-5 pm
KEYNOTE LECTURE:
LEITH MULLINGS
The Graduate Center, CUNY
“Challenging Global Apartheid: New Racial Projects, Social Movements and the Criminalization of Dissent”

FRIDAY, MAY 15
9:30-11 am
Resisting Surveillance & the State

JUNAID RANA
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
FIONA WRIGHT
University of Cambridge
ELENA APOSTOLI CAPPETTO
French National Center for Scientific Research
JESSICA WINEGAR
Northwestern University

11:30 am-1 pm
Humanitarianism, NGOs, and the Neoliberal Logic

MARK SCHULLER
Northern Illinois University
FAITH R. KARES
Northwestern University
ALEX KOENSLER
Queen’s University, Belfast
RICCARDO CIAVOLLELA
French National Center for Scientific Research
ERICA BORNSSTEIN
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

1:30-3 pm
KEYNOTE LECTURE:
ANGELIQUE HAUERGURD
Rutgers University
“Satire and Dissent: Humor in Social Movements”